While still below peak levels reached in 2015-2016, Arizona exports to Mexico have been somewhat stable in recent months.

$607 \text{ mil/mo}

AZ EXPORTS TO MEXICO
the average $ value for latest three months, May-July 2018, is down 2.2% from the average for the previous three months, and is down 5.9% from a year ago.

$2.2 \text{ bil/mo}

COMMODITY FLOWS TO MEXICO VIA AZ BPOE
the average $ value for latest three months, May-July 2018, is down 6.2% from the average for the previous three months, and is down 5.3% from a year ago.

Overall, commodities travelling via Arizona BPOE are continuing a downward trend since 2014.

$296 \text{ mil/mo}

FRESH PRODUCE VIA AZ BPOE
the average $ value for latest three months, May-July 2018, is down 20.1% from the previous three months, and is down 4.2% from a year ago.

Despite other trade declines, U.S. fresh produce imports from Mexico via Arizona BPOE have maintained their overall volume.
Since recession declines that bottomed out in 2012, persons crossing the Arizona-Mexico border continue an upward trend.

Vehicle border crossings (personal vehicles+buses+trucks) also continue a steady upward trend since hitting a 2012 post-recession bottom.

After a short period of improvement, the peso appears to be losing value in recent months.